
ON FLEXIBLE POWER-ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS OF
DEGREE TWO1

ROBERT H. OEHMKE

Let 31 be a simple, flexible, power-associative algebra of degree two

over an algebraically closed field $ of characteristic not equal to 2, 3

or 5. Then 31 has a unity element [5, Theorem 3.5] 1 =u-\-v where u

and v are absolutely primitive orthogonal idempotents of SI. The

algebra St can be decomposed as a vector space direct sum 3I = 3i„(2)

+3I«(1)+Stu(0) where x is in STM(X) if and only if mx+xm=Xx.2 If

SL(X)SIU(1) +ä„(l)«1,(X) Ç8t«(l) for X = 2, 0, u is called a stable idem-
potent and 31 is said to be w-stable. If 3Í is «-stable for every idem-

potent m in 31 then 3Í is called a stable algebra.

In §1 it is shown that if SI is a M-stable algebra then there is an

element w in 3IM(1) such that w2= 1. The existence of this element is

used in §2 to develop some of the multiplicative properties of 31.

Finally in §3 it is proved that every simple, flexible, stable, power-

associative algebra of degree two over an algebraically closed field g

of characteristic ^2, 3, 5 is a noncommutative Jordan algebra.

1. Let 31 be a simple, flexible, power-associative algebra of degree

two over an algebraically closed field § of characteristic 9^2, 3, 5.

We have the linearization of the power-associative identity

¿2 ixy + yx)izw + wz)

(1) v^ r
= 2-1 i(xy + yx)zjw(symmetric in x, y, z and w)

and the flexible identity

(2) ixy)z + izy)x = x(yz) + ziyx).

The algebra 31 has an attached algebra 3I+ which is the same vector

space as 31 but has a product x o y defined by x o y = (1/2) (xy+yx)

where xy is the product of 3Í. The idempotent u of 31 is an idempotent

of 3t+ and 3L(X) = 3l+(X). Since u and v are absolutely primitive

31+(2) =Mg + 9i2and 31+ (0) = vg + nowhere 9î2and 3t0 are subalgebras

of nilpotent elements of 31+ [4, Proof of Theorem 3]. The notations

9Í shall be used in the sum % + üfto of the two algebras % and 9co;
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(£ for the sum 21« (2) +2IU(0) and z = u — v. We first prove that 5R2, and

consequently ÜTto, is a subalgebra of 21.

Lemma 1.1. If xG2I„(2) and wG3IM(l) then (w)i = 2[k(îdo x)]i
= 2(xo uw)i and (wx)i = 2(x o wu)i — 2[(wo x)u]i.3 (We use the sym-

bol x\ to denote the 2IU(X) component of the element x.)

Proof. By the flexible identity (2) we have (xw)u + (uw)x = x(wu)

+u(wx) and u(xw)-\-wx = xw-{-(wx)u. Adding these identities we get

2uo xw+wx-\-(uw)x = xw+x(wu)-r-2uo wx. But 2(uo xw)i—(xw)i

and 2(w o tox)i= (wx)i. Therefore   [(ww)x]i= [x(ww)]i. Now wu = w

— uw. Therefore [(uw)x]i=(xw)i—[x(uw)]i and 2(x o uw)i=(xw)i.

Similarly 2(xo wu)i=(wx)i. We also have [(xw)u]i= [u(wx)]i. Add-

ing [w(iw)]i to both sides gives us (xw)i = 2[w(x o w)]i.

If % is not a subalgebra of 2IU(2) we can find two elements x and y

in 5i2 such that xy = u+n and yx= — u+n' with w and w' in %. Let

a be an arbitrary element of 2lu(l). From (2) we have ua-\-na-\-(ay)x

= x(ya) -\-an' —au and a = x(ya) -\-an' — (ay)x — na. Together with

Lemma    1.1    this    gives    us    a = 4[x o u(y o ua)]i + 2[w' o au]i

— 4[x o (y o au)u]i — 2[n o wa]i = 4[x o (y o u(ua))]i + 2[n' o au]i

-i[xo(yo(au)u)]i-2(noua)i. Therefore 2L(l)ç: [% o 2I„(l)]i.

Now each element x of 2L(2) corresponds to a linear transformation

Sx on 2L.(1) to 2Í„(1) such that Sx: w—>(x o w)i. Sx is nilpotent when

x is nilpotent [3, Lemma l]. The associative enveloping algebra of

the linear transformations Sx is nilpotent [l, Theorem 8]. We can

now write a = 2[u(ua)SySx+2(au)S„> — 2[(au)u]SySx — 2(ua)S„. Since

a is an arbitrary element of 2I«(1), a similar expression can be obtained

for the elements u(ua), au, (au)u and ua of 2IU(1). Therefore by an

inductive argument we have that a is a sum of terms of the form

wSXlSX3 • • ■ SXt where wG2Ia(l), x.-GSfe and t is arbitrary. But / can

be chosen large enough so that all products SXl ■ ■ ■ Sx¡ = 0. Therefore

a = 0 and 2t„(l)=0. But then 3I = 3f„(2) 89IU(0) contradicting the as-

sumption that 21 is simple. Therefore we have

Theorem 1.2. 2t„(2) =u%+yt2 where % is a subalgebra in 21 of nil-

potent elements of 2I„(2).

Our algebra shall be restricted further by imposing the condition

that m be a stable idempotent; i.e., 21 is «-stable. With this added

assumption we prove the existence of an element w in 2IU(1) such that

w2 = l. We need the following lemmas.

3 To avoid excessive use of parentheses we shall use the convention that the multi

plicative operation in 31 takes precedence over the multiplicative operation of 2l+.
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Lemma 1.3. If s and t are in 3I„(1) then (st)2 = 2(us o t)2 and (ts)o

= 2(us o t)o.

Proof. By the flexible identity (2) we have t(su)-\-u(st) = (ts)u

+ (its)t and ts — t(us) -\-uist) = (/s)m + (mä)/. Therefore ts-\-uist) = (is)w

+ 2(ms) o t. Equating SI„(2) components we get (st)2 = 2(us o t)2.

Equating 3IU(0) components we get (ts)o = 2(us o t)0.

Lemma 1.4. The set 32 of all elements of 2I„(2) of the form ¿2(ts)2 is

an ideal of SIU(2) and the set 3 o of all elements of Slu(0) of the form

¿2(ts)o is an ideal of SIu(0) for t and s in 3IU(1).

Proof. Let y = v, xG3Iu(2), w = t and z = s be elements of St„(l) in

(1) to get (xt)s-T-(tx)s-r-s(xt)-\-s(tx)+(xs)t-r-(sx)t+t(xs)+tisx) =

[(xt + tx)s]v + [(xt + tx)v]s + [(xs + sx)t]v + [(xs + sx)v]t

+ (tx)s-r-(ts)x-\-(st)x + (sx)t. The 3L(2) component of each of the

above terms, except possibly its+st)x, is clearly in 32. Therefore, by

equating components, the SIU(2) component of its+st)x is also in %.

Since t and s are arbitrary elements of 3lu(l), («/ o s)2x is in 3?2 and

by Lemma 1.3, 2(mío s)2x=(fs)2x = [(íí)x]2 is in Q2. Now x(ts)-\-s(tx)

= (xt)s + (st)x. Therefore [x(£s)]2 is also in 3*2. We show the second

part of the lemma in a similar manner.

Now assume that for every s, t of SIU(1) we have 5^% +$fto + 3Iu(l).

Then ¿sG%+9co+3Ul) and t o sG9c2+9co. Since SI is «-stable we

have that 3f2+Slu(l)+3io is an ideal of 31 for 32 and 3o defined as in

Lemma 1.4. But this ideal of 31 is contained in 3i2 + 3iu(l) -f-^Co- There-

fore the ideal must be zero since 31 is simple. But this implies that

3I«(1) =0 which contradicts the simplicity of 31. We can conclude that

there is a pair of elements 5 and t in 3lu(l) such that sf G$ft2+3IU(1)

+ 3lo- This implies that either (st)2 is not in 9ft2 or (st)0 is not in 9i0.

By Lemma 1.3 we then have that either (t o ms^G^ or (ut o 5)oG3io

and therefore either t o us or ut o s is not in <iíl2+'ñuil) +%lo. Hence

there is a pair of elements s and t in 3I„(1) such that 5 o /G^+Sftc

Since 2s o t=is+t)2 — s2 — t2, there is an element y in 3IU(1) such that

y2 is nonsingular. We can now state Albert's result [4, Lemma 3] as

Theorem 1.5. If y is a nonsingular element of SL(1) then there exists

an x in %iy), the algebra generated by y over %, such that w = xo y is in

3lu(l) and w2 = l.

From the existence of such an element w in SLj^l) Albert has shown

[4] that 31+ has the following properties.

Lemma 1.6. Let S3 be the set of all elements b of S smcA that (b o w) o w

= ¿>. Then 93+ is a subalgebra of the algebra S+; both 31^(2) and 3í+(0)
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areisomorphictoSß+.yiu(2) = m33,2L.(0) = ij33, 6 = 33+502,and wo (cow)

is in 33 for every c in S.

Lemma 1.7. Let a and b be in 33. Then (wo a) o 6 = (w o b) o a

— wo(aob), (wo a) o (wob) =a ob, wo33z = 0 and wo (a ou)

= wo (a ov) = (w o a)/2.

Lemma 1.8. 2IU(1) = w o 33+© where © consists of all elements g of

2L(1) such that TOOg = 0 and if gE&, ¿>G33 then there exists a ¿G33

such that go (z o b) = w o d.

Lemma 1.9. The element e=(l+w)/2 is an idempotent of 21 and

2L(2) = ¿B,       2Ie(l) = z33 + ©.

2. In this section we shall develop multiplicative properties for A

similar to those that Albert has developed for 2I+.

Lemma 2.1. For every c in E we have w(w o c) = (w o c)wG33.

Proof. From (2) we have w(wc)-\-cw2 = w2c-}-(cw)w and w(cw)

= (wc)w. Adding these two identities and using the fact that w2 = i

we have w(c o w) = (c o w)w = w o (c o w). Hence the lemma follows

from Lemma 1.6.

Lemma 2.2. If xG2L(2) and wG2iu(l) then u(wx) = (xw)u. If
xG2Iu(0) and wG2I„(l) then u(xw) = (wx)u.

Proof. By the flexible identity (2) with xG2Iu(2) we have u(xw)

-\-wx = xw-\-(wx)u. But u(xw) = xw — (xw)u and (wx)u — wx — u(wx).

Therefore (xw)u = u(wx). The second result of the lemma is obtained

in a similar manner.

Lemma 2.3. If cG2L(2) then 2[(c o w)w]2 = c. If &G33 then

2\(boow)w\2 = b2 = 2[(b2ow)w]2.

Proof. Let c be an element of S. Let x — c, y = u and z = w in (1).

Using w2 = 1 and Lemma 2.1 we have 4c2 + 8(c o w)w = i(c2w)w

-r-2(wc)w-\-2c-\-4[(c o w)u]w-\-4:[(c o w)w]u. From Lemma 2.2 we

have 2(c o w)u = wc2+c0w. Therefore the above identity can be sim-

plified to 4c2 + 8(c o w)w = 8(c2 o w)w+A(w o c0)m> + 2c+4[(c o w)w]u.

If c = c2 then c0 = 0 and 2c2 = 4[(c2 o w)w]2. If cG33 then (c o w)w = c

and A-(co o w)w = 2c. Therefore 4(c2ow)w = 2c. Equating 2I„(2) com-

ponents we have 2[(c0 o w)w]2 = 2[(c2 o w)w]2 — c2.

Lemma 2.4. If a and b are elements of 33 then wb = bw = b o w and

h(aw) = (ba) o w and (wa)b = wo ab.
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Proof. Let x = y = w and z = b in (1) to get A(w o b)=wb-\-bw

+ [(bw+wb)w]w and (w o b) = [(b o w)w]w. But by Lemma 2.1 and

the definition of B we have [(b o w)w]w = bw. Therefore bw = wb

= b o w. This implies that 26 o (a o w) =b(aw)-\-(aw)b. Since B+ is a

subalgebra of A + we also have that 2(aob) ow = 2(aob)w = 2w(aob).

But 2b o (a o w) = 2(a o b) o w from Lemma 1.7. Combining these re-

sults with (wa)b-\-(ba)w = w(ab) +b(aw) obtained from (2) we have

b{aw) = w o ba and iwa)b = w o ab.

Theorem 2.5. SBtso subalgebra of 31.

Proof. Using the elements wa, w and b in (2) we have iwa)iwb)

-\-b[w(wa)] = [{wa)w]b + {bw)iwa) and iwa)iwb)-\-ba = ab-\-ibw){wa).

From Lemma 1.7 and Lemma 2.4 we have iwa) iwb) = — (wb) (wa)

-\-ab-\-ba. Combining these results we get iwa) iwb) =ab and {wb)iwa)

= ba. Since e={l+w)/2 is an idempotent of 3l+ it is also an idem-

potent of 31 and 3íe(2) is a subalgebra of SI. From Lemma 1.9 the sub-

space 3L(2) is equal to e93. Therefore every element of 3te(2) can be

written in the form b-\-bw where &G93. If a and ÖG93 then there exists

a dG93 such that {a-r-wa){b-\-wb) =d+wd. Multiplying out the left

side and equating components in the decomposition of 31 with respect

to the idempotent u we have 2ab — d. Therefore a&G93. Hence 93 is

closed under the multiplication of 31. The other properties of an

algebra obviously hold in 93.

It is easily seen from the above lemmas, in particular Lemma 2.3,

that the mapping b-^bu is an isomorphism of 93 onto 3l„(2). Similarly

93 and 3IU(0) are isomorphic. Therefore we have

Theorem 2.6. SI„(2) and SiM(0) are isomorphic subalgebras of 31.

3. In addition to our previous assumptions on 31 we shall now add

the assumption that A is stable. We proceed with a sequence of

lemmas leading to our main theorem that A is a noncommutative

Jordan algebra.

Lemma 3.1. If gG@ and AG93 then gb and bg£:®.

Proof. Since gGSiu(l) and èG3itI(2)-r-3i„(0) we have g&GSUl).

We can write gb — wd-\-h where dG93 and AG® by Lemma 1.8. But

we also have gGSL(l) and 6GSL(2)-r-3Ie(0). Therefore g&G3L(l) and

we can write gb — za-r-h1 where aG93 and A'G®. Equating com-

ponents of the two representations of gb we have A = A', wd = 0 and

za = 0. Hence gbQ.®. In asimilar manner we show that bg<E.&-

Lemma 3.2. For all <ZG93 we have {wd)z = d o wz = widz).
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Proof. From (2) we have (zw)d-\-(dw)z = z(wd)-\-d(wz). Since d

commutes with w and z anti-commutes with all elements of 2tu(l)

we have 2(dw)z = d(wz)-\-(wz)d = 2d o wz. Also (wd)z-\-(zd)w = w(dz)

-\-z(dw). Since w o dz = 0 we have w(dz) = — (dz)w and (zd)w = z(dw).

Lemma 3.3. For every a and &G33 we have 2[(aw)(bz)]z = (ab)w

— (ba)w+ [(wz)z] o d where d — 2a o b.

Proof. Let x = èz and y = a in (1) to obtain iwd = dw+[(dz)w]z

+ 2(ba)w + 2(bw)a + 2[(aw)z](bz) + 2[(aw)(bz)]z + 2[(az)(bz)]w

+ 2[(az)w](bz). But from Lemmas 1.7 and 3.2 we have —(az)w = w(az)

= (wa)z=(aw)z. Therefore the above identity can be reduced to

4wd = 3(ab)w + 5(ba)w-\- [(dz)w]z-\-2[(aw)(bz)]z. From Lemma 3.2 we

have [(dz)w]z= — [w(dz)]z= — (d o wz)z. By (2) we have [d(mz)]z

= — [z(wz)]d+d[(wz)z]-\-z[(wz)d]. Therefore 2(d o wz)z= [d(vjz)]z

+ [(wz)d]z = [(wz)d]z — [z(wz))d + d[(wz)z] -\-z[(wz)d] = [(wz)z\d

+ <i[(wz)z] = 2do [(wz)z]. Hence [(dz)w]z = — do [(wz)z] and

2[(aw)(bz)]z = w(ab) —w(ba)-\- [(wz)z] o d.

Lemma 3.4. For every pair of elements d and b in 33 we have 2(wd)(bz)

= (bd+db) o wz-\-2wd o &zG@.

Proof. From (2) we have (wd)(bz)+z[b(wd)] = [(wd)b]z + (zb)(wd).

Adding (wd)(bz) to both sides and using Lemma 3.2 we have 2(wd) (bz)

= [w(bd) ]z + [w(db) ]z + 2(zb) o (wd) = (bd + db) owz + 2(zb) o (wd).

We can apply [4, Lemma 10 ] to get (zb) o (wd) in @. To show that

(bd+db) o wz is in © we substitute w, w and z in (2) to get w(wz)

-\-zw2 = w2z + (zw)w. Since z anti-commutes with wwe have w o wz = 0.

Therefore wzE® and by Lemma 3.1 (bd+db) o wzG®.

Lemma 3.5. The set 2ft = 9l+2L.(l)9ï+5yc2L(l) is an ideal of 21.

Proof. Since 9t is an ideal of (5 we clearly have that 2I9Î +9^21 Ç 3ft.

Therefore it is sufficient to show that 2í3 + 32ic:ü)c where 3 = 2IU(1)3Í

+9î2I„(l)ç:2I,i(l). If A is any element of 2L(1) we can find an a in

g such that h-\-aw is nonsingular. Therefore every h in 2l„(l) can

be expressed as the difference of two nonsingular elements of 2IU(1).

Hence it will be sufficient to show that all multiples of ha and ah are

in 50Î for h in 2I„(1) and nonsingular and for a in SSi. Let h be any non-

singular element of 21^(1) then by Theorem 1.5 there is a d in g(A)nS

such that w — ho d is in 2lu(l) and w2=i. Since the associative and

commutative laws hold in $(h) and d is nonsingular there is a

c E S (A) r\ S such that w o c = h and (cow)ow = c. Therefore c is in the

algebra 33 corresponding to this w. Similarly, ¿G33. Now let &G33

then (hb)z=[(wc)b]z= [wo cb]z = wzo cb by Lemmas 2.4 and 3.2.
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Therefore if b is nilpotent (A6)z is in 3?. Also 2[A(6z)]z = 2[(wc)(6z)]z

= icb)w— ibc)w-\- [iwz)z\ o icb+bc) by Lemma 3.3. Again if b is nil-

potent [hibz) ]z is in 3. But every element a of 5Î can be expressed in

the form b-\-b'z where b and V are nilpotent elements of 93. Therefore

we have that Qta)z is in 3 for all nilpotent elements a in S and all

A in 3IU(1). A similar argument is used to show that (aA)z is in 3.

Hence z3 = — 32i=3- Let x be any element of S. We can express x as

x = az+jSl+« where a and ß are in $ and «G9L Since 3£SI14(1) it is

clear that 913 + 3^ £3- Therefore we may conclude that for any

xGS we have x3 + 3xÇ3.
It remains to show that 3Ul)3 + 3SL(l)Ç2tt. Let gG© and hb as

above. We have {hb)z= [{wc)b]g= [w(c6)]g = [(c&)w]g = — igw)icb)

+ icb)iwg)+g[wicb)] by (2). Adding [w(c6)]g to both sides we have

2[wicb)]g = icb)iwg) — igw)icb)-\-2g o [wicb)] and similarly 2g[wicb)]

= igw)icb) — icb)iwg)+2go[wicb)]. But go[w(c&)] is in 9Í [4,

Lemma 14]. Therefore 2[w(c6)]g and 2g[wicb)] are in 2Ji since cb is

in 9t and all multiples of elements of 9Í are in 9DÎ. Similarly ibh)g

= [(¿>c)w]g and g(6A) = g[(6c)w] are in 9JÎ. We also have from Lemma

3.4 that 4[A(6z)]g = 4[(wc)(6z)]g = 2[ibc+cb) o wz]g+4(wco bz)g. Us-

ing the elements bz, wc, g in (2) we get [(&z)(wc)]g+[g(wc)](&z)

= ibz) [iwc)g]-\-g[iwc)ibz)]. If we add [iwc)ibz)]g to both sides we

obtain 2[(wc) o ibz)]g = ibz) [iwc)g]- [g(wc)](6z)+2g o [(wc)(6z)]. A

similar application of (2) with the elements 2b o c, wz and g yields

2[ibc + cb) o wz]g = ibc + cb)[iwz)g] - [g(wz)](&c + cb)

+ 2go [iwz)ibc+cb)]. Therefore we have 4[A(èz)]g= ibc-\-cb) [iwz)g\

-[giwz)]{bc + cb)+2go [iwz)ibc + cb)]+2{bz)[{wc)g]-2[g{wc)]{bz)

+ 4g o [iwc)ibz)]. Since b G 5Í it is clear that ibc + cb)[iwz)g],

[giwz)]ibc+cb), 2(ôz) [iwc)g] and 2[giwc)]ibz) are in fflî. Both iwc)ibz)

and (wz)(ôc+cô) are in 9TO by definition. Therefore g o [(wz)(&c+cô)]

and g o [(wc)(6z)] are in 3JÎ [4, Lemma 17]. Hence [A(öz)]g is in SDÎ.

We may now conclude that (Aa)g is in 3ft for every AGSÍuíl), g(E®

and aGS'i. Similarly (aA)g, g(aA) and g(Aa) are in 2JÎ.

We finally consider the products iha)iwd) for ¿G93. We have

ihb) iwd) = [w(cè) ] iwd) = icb)d which is in 5ft if &G9c. Now 2 [A(&z) ] (wá)

= 2[iwc)ibz)]iwd) = [(6c +c6) o iwz)]iwd) + 2(wc o bz)iwd) = giwd)

where g = ibc-\-cb) o wz-\-2iyoc o 6z) is an element of ® by Lemma 3.4.

If we use (2) with g, w and d we have g(wá)+á(wg) = {gw)d + idw)g.

But w commutes with d and anti-commutes with g. Therefore we have

2[A(6z)](wá) =gw o d + idw) o g. Using (2) with the elements ibz),

wc and w we have [ibz)iwc)]w+cibz) = ibz)c-\-w[iwc)ibz)]. Since

w o [(wc) (6z) ] = 0 by Lemma 3.4 and the definition of ® this relation

reduces to 2[(6z)o (wc)]w= (6c — c6)zG$)?. Using (2) with the ele-
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ments (bc-\-cb), wz and w we get 2[(bc-\-cb) o wz]w= (bc + cb) [(wz)w]

— [w(wz)](bc-\-cb)-r-2w o [(wz)(bc+cb)]. Since bc-\-cb is in 9Í the right

side of this identity is in 2JÎ. Hence gw o ¿is in 5DÎ. We have (dw) ogGÜJÍ

[4, Lemma 14]. Therefore [h(bz)](wd) is in M and (ha)(wd) is in 9Ji

for all sG?î and all ¿G33. Every A'G2t„(l) can be expressed as

h' = wd-\-g where ¿G33 and gG@. Therefore we have proved that

(ha)h'G9JÍ. In a similar manner we can show that h'(ha), h'(ah) and

(ah)h! are in 9DÎ. Therefore 3«.(1) + H,,(1)3CÜR.
Since 21 is simple and 9Ji is an ideal of 21 we must have that 9JÍ = 2f

or 2ft = 0. But 1G9Î, therefore 9D? = 0 and 9c = 0. From this we may

conclude that 2f+ is a Jordan algebra [4, p. 331 ]. Hence 2l+ is

simple [5, Theorem 4.1] and 21 is a flexible, /-simple algebra [2,

Chapter V, §4]. Therefore we have

Theorem 3.6. Every simple, flexible, power-associative, stable algebra

of degree two over an algebraically closed field % of characteristic ¿¿2, 3, 5

is a J-simple algebra.
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